Mueller-matrix spectroscopic ellipsometry (MMSE) is established as a powerful tool to examine structural and optical properties of surfaces, thin films and multilayered materials [1, 2] . Most common are reflection studies but here we apply transmission-MMSE on the exoskeleton, here referred to as the cuticle, of the beetle Cetonia aurata. Several groups have previously applied reflection MMSE to study beetle cuticle, particularly for beetles in the Scarabaeoidea superfamily, with objective to reveal the origin of their fascinating structural colors and polarization features [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
A reflection (transmission) Mueller matrix contains all reflection (transmission) properties of a sample, including its depolarization capability. It can be decomposed in various ways to get further insights into the character of the sample under investigation [8] . A sum decomposition can, as an example, provide knowledge about dominating basic reflecting mechanisms for different colors as has been shown for C. aurata which was shown to be a combination of a dielectric mirror and a circular polarizer [9, 10] . For transmission Mueller matrices, a differential decomposition is feasible [11, 12] . By using this formalism it is possible to explicitly extract all birefringent and dichroic properties of a sample if it is uniform in the direction of light propagation. Here we apply differential decomposition to beetle cuticle. Such samples are structured and the obtained birefringence parameters do not correspond to intrinsic materials parameters but to effective structural parameters.
The polarizing part of a beetle cuticle has a thickness of the order of 10-50 μm as observed in electron microscopy studies [13] or by analyzing optical modes in cuticle [14] . By estimating the cuticle thickness, the cumulated birefringent properties observed can be used to determine the effective birefringent properties of the structure. This will facilitate a comparison of structural optical activity and double refraction with other materials showing structural, natural or induced optical activity and/or double refraction.
The objective of this letter is to describe application of the differential matrix formalism on transmission Mueller matrices measured on beetle cuticle and to show how values of structural circular and linear birefringence/dichroic parameters can be determined. In particular we evaluate the large structural optical activity in a beetle cuticle.
The Stokes-Mueller formalism allows description and analysis of propagation of light with any degree of polarization and light-matter interaction including depolarization effects [15, 16] (1, 4) ) and due to the normalization m 11 = 1.
A differential decomposition of M to find its differential matrix m implies determining its logarithm L = ln M from dM/dz = mM [11] . If m does not depend on z, i.e. m represents a sample which is uniform along the light propagation direction, the matrix L = md s is the cumulated differential matrix to M. m then is obtained from m = L/d s where d s is the sample thickness.
If the sample is non-depolarizing, L is Minkowskiantisymmetric and contains the isotropic absorption and all linear and circular birefringence and dichroic parameters. A generalization to a depolarizing sample results in a matrix logarithm L which can be decomposed as L = L m + L u where L m is Minkowski antisymmetric and L u is Minkowski symmetric [11, 12, 16, 17] . L m can be written as
where LD and LD are linear dichroisms along x-y and ±45 • axes, LB and LB are linear birefringences along x-y and ±45 • axes, CD is circular dichroism and CB is circular birefringence.
Observe that the birefringence parameters are in units of radians and are cumulated values over the optical path length. Similarly the dichroic parameters are cumulated values but dimensionless. The six parameters above can also be described as three complex-valued elementary properties P i , where
The full expression for the L u matrix within the homogeneous fluctuating medium picture is given in Refs. [16, 17] .
Here we are concerned with a rotationally invariant medium in transmission and L u reduces to
where LDP = − |ΔL| 2 − |ΔC| 2 , LDP = − |ΔL| 2 − |ΔC| 2 and LDC = −2 |ΔL| 2 , with |ΔL| 2 being the variance for the linear properties P 1 and P 2 and |ΔC| 2 the variance for the circular properties P 3 . Samples of the scarab beetle Cetonia aurata (Linnaeus, 1758) were collected locally by one of the authors (J.L.). The left elytron (cover wing) was stripped from each specimen and a few mm 2 of its inside was scraped with a small knife to remove soft tissue leaving only the endocuticle, exocuticle and epicuticle intact as seen in the cross-section in the scannning electron microscopy (SEM) image in Fig. 1 . The cuticle thickness is around 50 μm at the measurement position which is in the center of the elytron. However, the cuticle thickness varies between 40 μm and 100 μm from position to position, but the variation is mostly in the endocuticle. The exocuticle is found to be in the range 15-25 μm in vicinity of the position where the MMSE measurements presented in this report were performed. By analyzing optical modes in the cuticle according to Mendoza-Gálvan et al. [14] , the cuticle thickness estimated from weak interference oscillations in m 21 and m 24 were found to be 20.0 μm and 20.7 μm, respectively.
Spectral normalized Mueller matrices were recorded with a dual rotating-compensator ellipsometer (RC2, J.A. Woollam, Co., Inc.) at normal incidence in the wavelength range λ ∈ [300 − 1000] nm. Focusing probes reduce the beam diameter to <100 μm. After calibration, including correction for retardation effects in the focusing probes, a straight-through measurement of a Mueller matrix in air was performed and all its elements were found to be within 0.005 of the ideal value M air = I where I is the identity matrix. Samples were mounted on a rotation stage allowing measurements at different sample azimuths. Figure 2 shows the transmission Mueller matrix M of a cuticle measured from outside at an azimuth at which elements m 12 and m 21 are close to zero in average. Also shown is M rev , i.e. the Mueller matrix measured in the reverse direction (from inside). The differences between the two matrices are that m 13 , m 31 , m 24 and m 42 change sign whereas all other elements are invariant. This symmetry implies that M fulfills the principle of reciprocity [18] 
where
The difference between elements of M rev predicted from a measured M and elements of its measured reversed Mueller matrix is typically <0.01 but increases up to 0.05 in some elements in some spectral regions. We can observe three spectral regions in In region II, also referred to as the Bragg regime, the cuticle is a circular Bragg filter exhibiting circular birefringence as well as circular dichroism. In particular we notice that m 14 Fig. 2 , we find that Ψ t is in the range 42 -45 • and from the ratio S/C we find that Δ t is in the range 9 -10 • for λ ∈ [650, 1000] nm. Element m 33 should ideally be unity but has a value slightly smaller (0.95-0.99) indicating some depolarization. In summary the cuticle for λ ∈ [650, 1000] nm is characterized by having small retardation, diattenuation and depolarization.
To quantify birefringence and dichroic effects in the beetle cuticle, a differential decomposition of M in Fig. 2 is performed as described in the Theory section. The off-diagonal elements of L u are found to be small with absolute values <0.03 for λ<530 nm and <0.005 for λ>530 nm.
The depolarization parameters from L u are shown in Fig. 3 and we observe that LDP and LDP are very similar. Furthermore CDP < LDP, LDP for λ < 550 nm, i.e. circular polarization is depolarized more than linear polarization. However, as discussed above, the uncertainty is large in spectral region I due to low cuticle transmittance. For λ > 550 nm all depolarization effects are much smaller and monotonically decrease with λ. The depolarization for λ > 550 nm is most probably due to scattering effects in the cuticle.
The spectral variation of the six parameters CB, CD, LB, LD, LB and LD in L m in Eq. (1) are shown in Fig. 4 . It is seen that the xy-linear effects LB and LD are small which is due to the chosen sample orientation at which the linear effects are maximum for the ±45 • -directions for which the corresponding values LB and LD' are larger. For the circular effects we notice a band in CD centered at 574 nm. Outside this band CD is zero. The corresponding Kramers-Kronig consistent feature in CB also tends to zero for longer wavelengths whereas for shorter wavelengths it approaches -0.25 rad. However, for wavelengths below the Bragg regime the sample transmission is low leading to an increase of noise and also to large depolarization as discussed above. Results below λ = 500 nm should therefore be interpreted carefully as systematic errors may affect the data. The cuticle structure studied is an inhomogeneous medium. It has an outer thin epicuticle, an exocuticle with a helical variation in anisotropy and an inner endocuticle with assumed effective isotropic properties. The epicuticle has been found to be uniaxial with the optic axis perpendicular to the surface [19] and will thus have no influence on M measured in transmission at normal incidence except for a small absorption and some antireflection effects. By normalizing to the total transmission these effects are effectively eliminated. The exocuticle is the hard part of the cuticle and is composed of the polysaccharide chitin and proteins. Chitin chains form fibrils of a few nm in diameter. These fibrils forms in-plane lamellae which in the beetle studied here successively rotates throughout the exocuticle [20, 21] thus forming a helicoidal structure. The exocuticle is considered to be the part of the cuticle from which structural colors and polarizing effects originate. The endocuticle is the innermost part and is more soft and less sclerotized with a more random structure. It has a complex structure and may even contain pore canals with cytoplasmic extensions from cells inside the cuticle [20] . In SEM-images of the endocuticle of C. aurata μm-sized fibrils are observed in layers orthogonal to each other. For the evaluation of the L m -data we assume that the endocuticle is rotationally invariant from an optical point of view.
Even though the cuticle in principle is inhomogeneous and have at least three different types of layers which each can be described with its own Mueller matrix, we assume that the measured M represents the exocuticle only. This is certainly correct if the epicuticle and the endocuticle are non-depolarizing and have no in-plane anisotropy. The latter is plausible but one would expect some depolarization effects, at least from the endocuticle. However, let us assume that the endocuticle is depolarizing with M endo = diag[1, a, a, a] 14 . These two cases correspond to sending light through the cuticle in reverse directions. However, experimentally we observe that it holds for M that m 41 = m 14 for all rotations and for both directions of light through the cuticle. We conclude that M is a good representation for the exocuticle only.
If M stem from the exocuticle only, we can evaluate L m further. The exocuticle is inhomogeneous as it is a periodic layered helicoidal structure. The observed circular birefringence and dichroism originate from internal linear birefringence in consecutively rotated lamellae. Thus there is no molecular optical activity but we may, from the observed structural circular birefringence, deduce an effective optical activity, i.e. circular birefringence per unit length for the cuticle material to facilitate comparison with optically active materials [16] . From Fig. 4 we find that |CB| at λ = 562 nm has an extreme value of around 0.39 rad (22 • ) and with an exocuticle thickness d s = 20 μm, we find a specific rotation of ½|CB|/d s ≈ 560 • /mm. This should be compared with rotations observed in Optical Rotatory Dispersion (ORD) studies which are of the order of 0.01 • , with natural optical activity in quartz causing a specific rotation of around 25 • /mm at λ = 550 nm [22] and with liquid crystals which can rotate the polarization several thousands of • /mm [23] .
Finally we compare LB to the retardation Δ t determined from M ΨΔ in region III for the ±45 • principal axes. From Fig. 4 we find that LB is in the range 0.14-0.15 rad which corresponds to 8-9 • in excellent agreement with Δ t considering that depolarization was ignored for Δ t .
In summary, a differential decomposition of Mueller matrices measured in transmission mode on the cuticle of C. aurata reveals circular structural birefringence and dichroism centered around the circular Bragg resonance in the twisted layered structure of the cuticle. Linear birefringence and dichroism were observed in the Bragg resonance spectral region as well as for wavelengths up to 1000 nm. Linear birefringence is also observed in the spectral range (300-550 nm) but due to low cuticle transmission the uncertainty is large in this spectral range. Cuticle depolarization was evaluated from the variances of the elementary polarizing properties and found to be small above the Bragg resonance but decreases for wavelengths shorter than the Bragg resonance but also here the low transmission makes the uncertainty large. A maximum value of the specific rotation of the cuticle was found to be 560 • /mm.
